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JIMMY FALLON AND THE ROOTS COVER STUCK IN THE MIDDLE WITH YOU WHILE IN ISOLATION 

Listen to the song by clicking the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKYiTg6_J-M 

Well I don't know why I came here tonight,                                                                                                                 

 I got the ______1____ that something ain't right, 

I'm so scared in case I fall off my chair, 

And I'm wondering how I'll get _______2______ the stairs, 

Clowns to the left of me, 

Jokers to the ____3_____, here I am, 

Stuck in the middle with you 

Yes I'm stuck in the middle with you, 

And I'm wondering what it is I _____4____ do, 

It's so hard to ____5______ this smile from my face, 

Losing control, yeah, I'm all over the place, 

Clowns to the left of me, jokers to the ______6_____, 

Here I am, stuck in the middle with you 

Well you ______7______ out with nothing, 

And you're ______8_____ that you're a self made man, 

And your friends, they all come crawlin, 

Slap you on the _____9____and say, 

Please, please 

Trying to ______10_______ some sense of it all, 

But I can see that it makes no sense at all, 

Is it cool to go to sleep on the ____11_______, 

'Cause I don't think that I can take anymore 

Clowns to the left of me, jokers to the ___12_______, 

Here I am, stuck in the ____13_______ with you 

 

Yes I'm stuck in the _____14______ with you, 

Stuck in the middle with you, here I am stuck in the ____15_______ with you 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKYiTg6_J-M
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ANSWERS:  
 
1. feeling   
2. down   
3. right  
4. should   
5. keep  
6. right   
7. started   
8. proud   
9. back   
10. make  
11. floor   
12.right   
13. middle   
14. middle   
15. middle                                     


